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Mainstream approaches to treating Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
in children include stimulant medication such as methylphenidate and behavior
therapy that target deficits in attention as well as inappropriate behaviors but
do not sufficiently address the multiple cognitive deficits associated with the
disorder. Deficits beyond attention have been identified in ADHD including
working memory, long-term memory, and processing speed. As key elements
of cognition and intelligence that contribute to thinking and learning, these
are critical deficits found in children with ADHD that must be addressed. In
this review, we discuss existing research on cognitive training interventions for
ADHD and evaluate their ability to target these multiple cognitive deficits as
well as their ability to promote self-efficacy, social cognition, and motivation
during training. We describe research on LearningRx, a clinician-delivered
cognitive training intervention and suggest that human delivery enhances
motivation and promotes social cognition and self-efficacy while strengthening
weak cognitive skills associated with ADHD in children.
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Introduction
More than 6 million children in the United States are
diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), a
neurodevelopmental condition defined by a persistent pattern of
inattention—with or without hyperactivity—that interferes with
daily functioning and typical development1. Children diagnosed
with ADHD often struggle with time management problems,
disorganization, low tolerance for frustration, and impulsive
behaviors2; and have a 40% less chance of graduating from
high school3, as well as a greater risk for incarceration, teenage
pregnancy, substance abuse, car accidents, and personal injury4.
The economic impact of ADHD is upwards of 266 billion dollars a
year on diagnosis, treatment, educational interventions, and lost
wages and productivity in adulthood5. The standard of care for
ADHD is stimulant medication or behavioral therapy, but a large
number of children fail to respond to either treatment6. Perhaps
the reason for this failure lies in the targets of treatment. This
mini-review addresses 1) how cognitive deficits in ADHD extend
beyond attention, 2) implications for cognitive training treatment
approaches to remediating multiple cognitive deficits and 3) future
directions for the field.

Cognitive Deficits Beyond Attention in ADHD

According to the ever-evolving Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory of
cognition—a widely-accepted explanation of intelligence and the
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basis of most intelligence tests—there are multiple broad
cognitive abilities that determine the capacity to think
and learn: fluid reasoning, short-term working memory
with attentional control, learning efficiency, visualspatial processing, auditory processing, retrieval fluency,
processing speed, reaction speed, and psychomotor speed
in addition to many more narrow cognitive abilities such
as attentional control, attentional fluency, associative
memory, working memory capacity, perceptual speed, and
phonetic coding, for example7. Although a comprehensive
discussion of each ability is beyond the scope of this review,
it is critical to note the complexity and quantity of cognitive
abilities that comprise overall cognition and intelligence.
Like tools in a toolbox, these many skills work together
along with acquired knowledge to build the child’s capacity
for thinking and learning.

The definition and label of ADHD imply that attention
is the primary cognitive deficit among children with the
diagnosis. However, we find this label to be inconsistent
with research on cognitive deficits in children and adults
with ADHD. In the largest study of its kind, Moore and
Ledbetter8 created cognitive profiles of ADHD based on
gold-standard testing of more than 5,000 children and
adults with an existing diagnosis of ADHD. We discovered
that attention was not the most deficient cognitive
skill. Instead, the largest deficits were found in working
memory, long-term memory, and processing speed for both
children and adults. Except for a brief and minimal decline
in attention during the teenage years, attention remains
steadily stronger than memory and processing speed across
age groups. Figure 1 illustrates the findings from ages 4
through 40. These findings align with other research on
individual cognitive skill deficits in ADHD, including those
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of a meta-analysis by Martinussen and colleagues9 that
revealed moderate to large impairments in both spatial
and verbal working memory across 26 studies of ADHD.
Cook and colleagues10 found significant processing speed
deficits in ADHD that also correlated with poor academic
skills. Their findings were consistent with several earlier
studies with similar results: lower processing speed scores
among children with ADHD compared to controls11,12. Taken
together, these studies suggest that if we want to treat the
cognitive problems associated with ADHD effectively, we
have to look beyond attention.

Trends in Treatment Targets for ADHD

Despite the growing knowledge that deficits in ADHD
extend beyond attention and focus, widespread treatment
efforts target attention to the exclusion of other weak
cognitive skills. The primary treatment—central nervous
system stimulants such as methylphenidate—targets the
neurotransmitter dopamine to increase motivation and
attention while reducing distractibility13. Alternatively,
behavioral therapy addresses the behavior challenges in
ADHD rather than the cognitive deficits14. For example,
parents are instructed on positive reinforcement techniques
to help their child complete a task. However, in a seminal
study on the combination of stimulant medication and
behavioral therapy—the Multimodal Treatment Study of
Children with ADHD (MTA)—there were no significant or
lasting improvements in learning or academic outcomes
for children who had tried both medication and behavioral
therapy interventions15,16. Further, interventions for ADHD
in the school setting are limited to accommodations (such
as extra time on assignments and preferential seating to
reduce distractions) rather than remediations.

Figure 1. Cognitive profiles in ADHD among 5,416 clients ages 4-40.
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Cognitive Training for ADHD: Beyond Brain Games
Cognitive training is an alternative treatment approach
to remediating cognitive deficits associated with ADHD,
but its effectiveness depends on the cognitive constructs
targeted by the training tasks and the method of delivery.
Cognitive training programs for children and adolescents
with ADHD include commercial digital ‘brain games,’
clinician-monitored computer-based training exercises,
and clinician-delivered hands-on cognitive training
programs. Although engaging, there are several limitations
to the use of digital ‘brain games’ and computer-based
training for children with ADHD. First, research on digital
brain games applications for ADHD is absent or ambiguous
at best17. For example, Cognifit (www.cognifit.com) is a
popular digital application designed to train reasoning,
coordination, and attention skills; and Nintendo’s Brain
Age (www.brainage.nintendo.com) was designed to train
attention, speed, memory, and math. However, to our
knowledge, neither game has been empirically studied
for children with ADHD. Although digital brain games are
appealing to the technology generation, screen time for
children with ADHD has its drawbacks. Most concerning
is that extant research indicates video game addiction is
higher in children with ADHD18 who are twice as likely to
develop pathological gaming behaviors19.

An alternative approach to using brain games software
is clinician-monitored digital training for ADHD where
training is delivered through a digital platform and a
clinician (or teacher) monitors the client’s progress and
provides feedback each week. Most of the extant research
on this delivery method of training for children with ADHD
has been conducted on Cogmed (www.cogmed.com), a
computer-based program of 25 sessions completed on
a home computer. Well-researched, Cogmed program
outcomes consistently include improvement on the trained
tasks and increased scores on tests of working memory,
a primary deficit in ADHD20-23. However, in addition to
the concerns previously outlined about the use of digital
training for children with ADHD, there is another drawback
to this approach. The clinician is not engaged with the child
or providing dynamic feedback during the training tasks,
but, instead, reviews progress at the end of the week in a
phone appointment. This does little to increase motivation
and treatment compliance during training sessions and
fails to target the social cognition deficits we see in this
population. Another limitation to this training paradigm
is that the exercises target working memory and attention
but not the remaining constructs that are necessary
for thinking and learning such as visual and auditory
processing, processing speed, long-term memory, and fluid
reasoning.

Another digital brain training program monitored
by a clinician or teacher is Brain Train (www.braintrain.
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com), a set of 2000 computer exercises that train various
aspects of cognition. Steiner and colleagues24 conducted a
pilot trial in a school setting using Brain Train for children
with ADHD and found significant improvements in parent
ratings of attention and executive function but no objective
assessments of cognitive skills were administered. Further,
in a subsequent study also conducted by Steiner and
colleagues25 there were no significant improvements in the
Brain Train group compared to controls. So, although a
strength of the program is that it targets multiple cognitive
skills, the research does not yet support its adoption
for use with children who are diagnosed with ADHD. A
third brain training program marketed for children
with ADHD is Activate (www.C8Sciences.com), a digital
program used in classrooms along with physical exercises
designed to enhance brain function. Early research on
Activate training in general education classrooms showed
significant improvement in executive functions and on
state-administered reading and math assessments26,27, but
multi-site research with children diagnosed with ADHD
failed to show significant improvements on any outcome
measured28.
Given the potential downsides and equivocal research
outcomes of brain games and digital training for children
with ADHD, we advocate for clinicians to consider using a
cognitive training intervention delivered by a human being
and not a computer or mobile device. By working oneon-one with a child, a clinician can give instant feedback,
celebrate successes, encourage the child to push through
his frustrations to conquer the training tasks, promote
adherence to the intervention, and increase the chances
of finding transfer effects. Because social cognition is
frequently underdeveloped in children with ADHD29, an
adult-mediated training experience with dynamic feedback,
modeling, and verbal encouragement in mastering the tasks
may better support not only cognitive development but
social-emotional development and self-efficacy for learning
as well30. A clinician-delivered cognitive training approach
combines the one-on-one attention found in behavioral
therapy and tutoring with engaging mental exercises that
should exceed what we can expect from digital training
products. As Reuben Feuerstein has taught us, cognition
is malleable and can be changed with purposeful coaching
by an adult31. We haven’t yet met a computer that can coach
effectively by itself.

Clinician-Delivered Cognitive Training for ADHD

There is a growing convergence of evidence on the
benefits of clinician-delivered cognitive training for
remediating cognitive deficits associated with ADHD.
Moore and colleagues have evaluated the efficacy of
one such program—LearningRx—in several studies
across diagnostic groups. LearningRx is a face-to-face
cognitive training program created more than 20 years
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Figure 2. A clinician training a client on visual processing skills.

ago initially to help struggling readers (www.learningrx.
com). The core program, called ThinkRx32, is a 60 to 90hour intervention delivered in 90-minute training sessions
in a clinic or learning center 4 or 5 days per week. Using
repeated engagement with a combination of 23 different
mental training exercises with more than 1000 variations,
a clinician, therapist, or cognitive trainer adapts the level
of intensity of each task using a metronome or a timer,
carefully following a sequenced approach to delivering the
curriculum that targets multiple cognitive skills including
working and long-term memory, attention, processing
speed, visual and auditory processing, logic and reasoning,
and many subskills such as saccadic fixation, phonemic
awareness, working memory capacity, and divided
attention. All training tasks are delivered across a table
from the client using a variety of hands-on manipulatives
including cards, tangrams, puzzles, and even a footbag to
integrate motor skills. See Figure 2 for an illustration of
a visual processing training task. The clinician creates
a focused and demanding training session in a shared
space with deliberate distractions to tax the client’s focus
and attentional capacity while giving dynamic feedback,
encouragement, coaching, and High 5’s. An optional
60-hour intensive reading or math intervention can be
delivered on top of ThinkRx through a cognitive training
approach for clients who need additional help with reading
skills or math fluency development.

Research results on LearningRx training for ADHD are
early but encouraging. In a randomized controlled trial33,
treatment group participants with ADHD who completed
60 hours of ThinkRx cognitive training not only saw
clinically-significant changes in cognitive skills—including
an average IQ score increase of 26 points—they also
reported improvements in school performance, confidence
and self-esteem, cooperation and relationships, selfdiscipline, sleep habits, and sports and hobby performance.
The treatment group outperformed the control group on
all cognitive measures with significant differences between
5 of the 7 constructs. Although the sample size was small,
these outcomes were consistent with the results from
several other studies on LearningRx cognitive training
interventions (ThinkRx and ReadRx) for children and
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adolescents with learning struggles including ADHD34-38,
soldiers with traumatic brain injury39, and adults over age
50 with memory and attention complaints40. In one study
of 61 children with learning disabilities including attention
deficits, the treatment group outperformed the control
group on all measures with significant differences noted
on measures of long-term memory, logic and reasoning,
working memory, processing speed, auditory processing,
and Word Attack skills after completing 120 hours of
LearningRx cognitive training35. In a larger study of 178
children with learning disabilities including 39 with ADHD,
Jedlicka36 found transfer effects in both treatment groups
(90 hours of ThinkRx and 120 hours of ThinkRx plus a
reading intervention called ReadRx) to parent-reported
ratings of academic skills, cognition, and oppositional
behavior as well as significant changes with large effect
sizes on objective tests of long-term memory, working
memory, visual and auditory processing, processing
speed, fluid reasoning, and attention. The research results
are consistent as well with a large observational study
conducted by Moore41 with 5,902 children with ADHD who
completed an average of 80 cognitive training hours across
70 cognitive training centers in the United States. The mean
pretest to post-test change in IQ score was 14 points along
with statistically significant changes in scores on tests of
long-term memory, visual processing, auditory processing,
fluid reasoning, processing speed, working memory, and
sustained attention. Although not a controlled study,
the ecologically valid results illustrate real-life clinical
outcomes for clients who completed this training.

Future Directions for Cognitive Training in ADHD

The use of cognitive training in treatment for ADHD
thus far has been controversial and research results are
inconsistent from method to method. However, a closer
look at the individual approaches revealed that targeting
multiple cognitive constructs—rather than working
memory or attention alone—through human delivery of
training tasks has had a significant impact on the trained
skills with effects that transferred to everyday functioning
such as reduced oppositional behavior, less academic
problems, increased confidence and self-esteem, and more
cooperative behavior. Is clinician-delivered cognitive
training the promise of the future in ADHD treatment?
In a thought-provoking conceptual piece, Chacko and
colleagues42 suggested that next-generation cognitive
training programs for ADHD should be paired with
behavioral interventions and must target the executive
function deficits inherent in ADHD while individualizing
the training protocols for each patient. We, too, believe
it has potential to serve as a key element of a holistic
approach to treatment. There are two potential barriers
to success, however. The one-on-one training model can
be expensive for the client, and the clinician or cognitive
trainer requires training in the delivery of the intervention.
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Yet, the curriculum fits in a backpack and can be delivered
not only by clinicians, psychologists, and physicians but also
by teachers, special education paraprofessionals, graduate
students, retirees, or anyone with a college degree and the
cognitive capacity to implement the tasks. In fact, trainers
who deliver the intervention in LearningRx centers in the
United States and in BrainRx centers located in 47 countries
around the world typically have a bachelor’s degree and
40 hours of training in the curriculum itself. Research
supports this practice as evidenced by a large study43
examining characteristics of 150 LearningRx cognitive
trainers that found higher degrees were not associated
with better outcomes for children with and without ADHD.
By not limiting the delivery of the program to doctorallevel clinicians, more children can be reached and benefit
from the intervention.

The key takeaway for clinicians making decisions about
interventions is that deficits associated with ADHD extend
beyond attention. In order to have the greatest impact, an
intervention must address the multiple cognitive deficits
frequently accompanying an ADHD diagnosis and include
a human element to promote treatment compliance,
motivation, self-efficacy, social cognition, and transfer to
real-life benefits. Future research should include a deeper
examination of those variables in addition to cognitive
constructs to further support adoption of a cliniciandelivered model of cognitive training for children with
ADHD.
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